Compiler techniques are effective and efficient in processing textual programming languages. These techniques can be adapted to recognition andprocessing a/ two-dimensional languages (diagrams). Already. grammars and parsers have been used in a variety of diagramrecognition ami diagram-processing tasks. Here we explore the use of two other compiler techniques in pattern recognition systems. The first is compiler-style use of trees and tree rransformation. The second is a multi-pass control structure, with a clear separation between layout. lexical. syntactic. and semantic analysis. Our proposal is illustrated on a case study involving recognition of handdrawn mathemutics notation
Introduction
The technology for compiler writing is mature and highly successful [I) . The adaptation of compiler techniques has had strong influence on syntactic pattern recognition 1 131 and visual language research 1251. There are further possibilities for exploiting compiler technology in diagram recognition. We begin by briefly reviewing the software organizations used in diagram recognition and compiler writing. These differ markedly, in part due to differences in the problem domain, and in part due to tradition and historical accident. Two major differences in the problem domain are that compilers process one-dimensional input whereas diagram recognition systems process two-dimensional input, and that compilers have noise-free input, whereas diagram recognition systems must handle noise and variability.
In this paper, we make the following recommendations regarding the structuring of a diagram recognition system.
We illustrate this through a case study on recognition of mathematics notation. The extent to which these ideas can be applied to other pattern rccoenition problems remains to &determined.
Find linear structures in the input. Use these as a basis for finding secondary linear structures. In The blackboard architecture is a general and flexible framework for combining diverse knowledge sources; applications include recognition of engineering drawings 1351, mail pieces 1361, and text 1311, as well as construction of a drawing-interpretation kernel 1281. Knowledge sources communicate via a blackboard data structure. The blackboard represents multiple, conflicting recognition hypotheses, divided into levels of abstraction (e.g.. raw image, thresholded image. labeled image, textline, and block 1361). The blackboard contents trigger invocation of knowledge sources, thus allowing evidence lo be accumulated from diverse knowledge sources in an adaptive manner.
Schema-based systems use schema classes to define prototypical drawing constructs. using class and instance hierarchies for specialization and composition. Schemata have been used with constraint satisfaction for interpretation of sketch maps 1271, and with a control grammar for interpretation of engineering drawings 1191.
A grammar defines a language via a start symbol and a set of producfions (rewrite rules). A parser deterniines whether a given input i s a member of this language 1131. In contrast. a frunsformafional grammar does not define a language: instead productions and a control stmcture are used to rewrite the input to produce a desired output 161 1131. Io most pattern-recognition applications involving grammars, symbol recognition i s performed separately, with the grammar used to process the resulting symbols (e.g. 131). I n contrast, Chou's stochastic grammar 181 describes the image down to the pixel level.
Some diagram recognition systems contain explicit models of document generation. Kopec 
Case Study: Math Recognition
As a case study, we compare two approaches to mathematics recognition: others are surveyed in 141 171. The input to both systems consists of a set of symbols, annotated by bounding box coordinates.
Handwritten mathematics notation poses many challenges. Symbol recognition must cope with a large character set. a range of font sizes, and small symbols such as commas and accents, which are easily confused with noise. Spatial relations are difficult to define precisely; e.g., the gradual transition from multiplication to exponentiation in 2x 2X 2x 2x 2' . This problem i s exacerbated by inexact symbol placement and irregular symbol sizes, which are common in handwritten notation The first system in our case study uses graph transformation rules organized into four phases [ 161. The initial graph contains one node per symbol, attributed with bounding box coordinates. The Build phase adds edges to represent Above. Below, Left, Sub, and Super relations. The Constrain phase removes contradictory edges, and determines the role of dots and horizontal lines. The Rank phase assigns operator precedences, and the Incorporate phase replaces subexpressions by single nodes. I n a second implementation, using the PROGRES language, Build, Consfrain, and Parse phases are used [SI. Positive aspects of this system include the following. On the positive side, (1) these small prototype systems were the f i r s t recognition systems capable of handling irregular symbol placement in handwritten math notation, and (2) we found that graph transformation was a natural and convenient style o f computation. On the negative side, scaling up of the system i s difficult. It i s true that a division into phases helps structure the recognition (see also 1121). Nevertheless, i t i s difficult to extend the system to recognize an additional math-notation construct: i t i s hard to find the right places where code must be added. In retrospect, one source of difficulty may be that the phases are not divided along layout, syntax and semantics lines. Also, the generality of the graph structure may be a source o f difficulty. Graph edges easily and naturally represent any number of relations, but this generality can make i t difficult to reason about the state of the graph. If the input can he represented as a tree, as i s done below, i t is easier to reason about the state of the computation.
The second system in our case study, DRACULAE 1371 1381, adapts compiler techniques to mathematics recognition. The input to a compiler i s a string: this i s tokenized by the Lexical Pass, and convened to a tree by the Syntax Pass (Figure I ) . The input to diagram recognition is two-dimensional. Processing options include:
Translate the diagram into a string, and then apply compiler methods directly. This approach i s impractical because i t i s unwieldy to represent and manipulate spatial relations encoded i n a string.
* Translate the diagram into a graph, and then apply graph transformation rules, as discussed above. This i s a very general approach. Tree-based compiler technology i s not easily applicable.
* Translate the diagram into a tree, and then apply compiler-style tree transformation. Translation to a tree proceeds by repeatedly finding linear suh-structures i n the diagram, as discussed next.
The passes used i n D R A C U L A E are illustrated i n Figure 3 . Most of the system design effort was directed at the layout Pass, which converts the set of input symbols into a tree. The remaining passes were relatively easy to construct due to the ease of adapting compiler tools and 
. Conclusion
The application of compiler technology to diagram recognition has been illustrated o n a case study: recognition of math notation. We believe that these ideas can be adapted to recognizers f o r other notations. particularly those which have a reading order, such as 
